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Abstract. Observations from MESSENGER’s MAG and FIPS instru-5
ments during the first orbital year have resulted in the identification of 256
magnetopause crossings in Mercury’s magnetosphere with significant low-7
latitude boundary layers (LLBLs). Of these crossings 72% are observed dawn-8
side, and 65% for northward interplanetary magnetic field.9
The estimated LLBL thickness is 450 ± 56 km, and increases with dis-10
tance to noon. The Na+-group ion is sporadically present in 14 of the bound-11
ary layers, with an observed average number density of 22 ± 11% of the12
proton density. Furthermore, the average Na+-group gyroradii in the layers13
is 220± 34 km, the same order of magnitude as the LLBL thickness.14
Magnetic shear, plasma β and reconnection rates have been estimated for15
the LLBL crossings, and compared to those of a control group (non-LLBL)16
of 61 distinct magnetopause crossings which show signs of nearly no plasma17
inside the magnetopause. The results indicate that reconnection is signifi-18
cantly slower, or even suppressed, for the LLBL crossings compared to the19
non-LLBL cases.20
Possible processes that form or impact the LLBL are discussed. Protons21
injected through the cusp or flank may be important for the formation of22
the LLBL. Furthermore, the opposite asymmetry in the Kelvin-Helmholtz23
instability (KHI) as compared to the LLBL, rules out the KHI as a domi-24
nant formation mechanism. However, the KHI and LLBL could be related25
to each other, either by the impact of sodium ions gyrating across the mag-26
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netopause, or by the LLBL preventing the growth of KH waves on the dawn-27
side.28
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1. Introduction
The low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) is defined at Earth as a region just inside the29
equatorial magnetopause with a plasma density that is intermediate between the mag-30
netosheath and the magnetosphere values (e.g., Eastman et al. [1976]; Haerendel et al.31
[1978]; Paschmann et al. [1979]; Eastman and Hones [1979]; Sckopke et al. [1981]). While32
the mass and momentum transferred to the LLBL is estimated to be responsible for only33
∼ 10% of the total cross-magnetospheric potential (Cowley [1982]; Mozer [1984]), the ex-34
istence of the LLBL is direct proof that the magnetopause is not completely impenetrable35
to the solar wind plasma even during northward IMF.36
In several important aspects Earth and Mercury are alike: they both have a similar37
dipolar magnetic field, where Mercury’s magnetosphere is a smaller version of Earth’s.38
Hence, many processes that occur in Earth’s magnetosphere is expected to exist also in39
Mercury’s surroundings. Due to Mercury’s shorter distance to the Sun and its weaker40
magnetic field as compared to Earth, Hermean processes should occur faster or appear41
differently. Hence, Mercury’s LLBL is expected to have some properties similar to Earth’s,42
but also to be different particularly when considering possible LLBL formation processes.43
There are a number of observations of the Earth LLBL including larger statistical stud-44
ies and case observations, particularly from the nightside region of the magnetosphere45
(e.g., Hones et al. [1972]; Eastman et al. [1976]; Slavin et al. [1985]; Mitchell et al. [1987];46
Phan et al. [1997]). Eastman and Hones [1979] concluded that the LLBL in general oc-47
curs on closed field lines, in agreement with some case studies (e.g., Phan and Paschmann48
[1996]), while Mitchell et al. [1987] observed the LLBL on closed field lines for northward49
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interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and on a mix of open and closed field lines for south-50
ward IMF. Le et al. [1996] observed two boundaries at low-latitudes during northward51
IMF, where the outer boundary was identified to be on open field lines and the inner one52
on closed.53
Conclusions concerning the thickness of the terrestrial LLBL vary. Haerendel et al.54
[1978] and Mitchell et al. [1987] observed the LLBL to be thicker (thinner) during north-55
ward IMF (southward IMF), while Eastman and Hones [1979] and Phan and Paschmann56
[1996] concluded that the thickness is highly variable and shows no dependence on the57
IMF. Furthermore, Mitchell et al. [1987] and Eastman and Hones [1979] showed the LLBL58
thickness to increase with distance from noon. However, other studies revealed no such59
dependence (Phan and Paschmann [1996]). The estimated mean Earth LLBL thickness60
ranges from 0.08RE to 0.6RE.61
The formation and entry mechanisms of the LLBL on Earth have been studied exten-62
sively, and so far several theories exist: entry via diffusion or by direct flow across the63
magnetopause (e.g., Eastman et al. [1976]; Eastman and Hones [1979]) where one of the64
proposed drivers is the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability (e.g., Walker [1981]; Sckopke65
et al. [1981]; Miura [1987]), particles entering the cusp via turbulent eddy convection and66
subsequently drifting towards low latitudes (e.g., Haerendel et al. [1978]; Müller et al.67
[2012]), protons or heavy pick-up ions gyrating across the magnetopause (e.g., Slavin68
et al. [2008]), random localized reconnection along the magnetopause (e.g., Kan [1988];69
Nishida [1989]), reconnection near the subsolar point during southward IMF (e.g., Fuse-70
lier et al. [1999]) or at high latitudes equatorward of the cusps during northward IMF71
(e.g., Song and Russell [1992]; Le et al. [1996]; Øieroset et al. [2008]). Some of these72
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mechanisms should lead to asymmetries in the plasma composition of the LLBL, which73
may be particularly relevant at Mercury. Heavy pick-up ions from the solar wind or mag-74
netosheath that will drift in opposite directions for northward (dawnward) and southward75
IMF (duskward) should create an asymmetry in mass loading related to the direction of76
the IMF. Moreover, protons that have entered the magnetopause through diffusion or77
have been injected through the cusp or the flank will drift dawnward on closed field lines78
due to the gradient-curvature drift, which should lead to an IMF independent occurrence79
asymmetry (e.g., Anderson et al. [2011]). In case the KH instability is responsible for80
the formation of the LLBL on Mercury, the boundary layer should appear mainly during81
northward IMF at the duskside magnetopause (Liljeblad et al. [2014]).82
The observations of the dayside LLBL (both near 6 MLT) on Mercury from the two83
flybys, M1 and M2, (Slavin et al. [2008]) have been analysed by Wang et al. [2010],84
Anderson et al. [2011] and Müller et al. [2012]. Both flybys crossed the LLBL on the85
dawnside but for different IMF directions (northward during M1 and southward during86
M2). Despite the different conditions during the two flybys, the characteristics were similar87
for both boundary layers. At the downstream magnetopause Slavin et al. [2012] identified88
a wide LLBL very similar to that observed at the Earth (e.g., Slavin et al. [1985]) for89
strong, steady northward plasma sheet magnetic field just inside the magnetopause. No90
comprehensive statistical study on the Mercury LLBL exists so far.91
In a recent statistical study of the KH instability on Mercury by Liljeblad et al. [2014],92
a distinct dawn-dusk asymmetry was observed, where the KH waves occurred more often93
on the duskside magnetopause. The same asymmetry was indicated in previous smaller94
studies (Boardsen et al. [2010]; Sundberg et al. [2012]). Moreover, the study showed95
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that the large majority of the KH waves occurred for northward IMF. Different theories96
explain the asymmetry observed, where two are connected either to an asymmetric mass-97
loading in the velocity shear layer where the KH instability forms (e.g., Anderson et al.98
[2011]; Sundberg and Slavin [2015]), or to the finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects and the99
broadening of the shear layer on the dawnside magnetopause (e.g., Glassmeier and Espley100
[2006]; Nakamura et al. [2010]; Gershman et al. [2015]; Gingell et al. [2015]). However,101
the asymmetry is still viewed as an open issue, and both theories need to be confirmed102
by further observations. Therefore, one of the motivations for this study is to establish103
whether or not there is a connection between the asymmetry in the KH wave occurrence104
and the observed LLBL on Mercury.105
The present study aims at a systematic analysis of the magnetopause crossings carried106
out by the MESSENGER spacecraft during the year 2011, to identify Mercury’s LLBL and107
estimate its properties. Formation processes will be discussed on the basis of estimations108
of the plasma and magnetic field in the magnetosheath near the magnetopause. This109
includes the comparison to a control group consisting of distinct magnetopause crossings110
that show a lack of plasma on the magnetospheric side of the boundary, from now on111
referred to as non-LLBL crossings.112
2. Data analysis
The investigation of magnetopause crossings has been performed using magnetic field113
and plasma data from the Magnetometer (MAG) (Anderson et al. [2007]) and the Fast114
Imaging Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS) (Andrews et al. [2007]) instruments onboard MES-115
SENGER. The data analysed was collected during year 2011, i.e. from 26 March 2011 to116
31 December 2011, covering slightly more than three Mercury years (∼ 88 days) of data.117
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This was before the orbit period was lowered from 12 hours to 8 hours in April, 2012.118
After April, 2012, the LLBL was significantly less frequently observed when using the119
criteria displayed in Section 2.2, most likely due to MESSENGER crossing the equatorial120
magnetopause differently as compared to before the orbit change. Hence, only the three121
first Mercury years of data from year 2011 was used in this study. MESSENGER’s orbit122
in MSM coordinates (x̂ is directed from the center of the planetary dipole towards the123
Sun, ẑ points in the general direction of the north magnetic pole and ŷ completes the124
right-handed system) during year 2011 can be seen in Figure 1. MESSENGER covers the125
Hermean magnetosphere almost symmetrically during 2011, and as far back on the flank126
as xMSH = −2RM, where RM (∼ 2440 km) is one Mercury radius.127
The non-LLBL crossings are by definition different from the LLBL group as they lack128
magnetosheath plasma inside the magnetopause. It is therefore of interest to investigate129
if the surrounding conditions for these two groups, such as the state of the plasma and130
magnetic field near the magnetopause, are different. Hence, the non-LLBL crossings will131
serve as a reference to the LLBL group.132
A third set of data considered in this study for comparison is 28 nonlinear KH waves133
during 2011 that have been identified and analysed by Liljeblad et al. [2014].134
2.1. Description of measurements
The MAG instrument has a resolution of 0.047 nT at a rate of 20 samples per second.135
The FIPS instrument is a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer that measures mass136
per charge (m/q) with a range of 1 to 60 amu e−1 and energy per charge (E/q) from137
0.1(0.05) to 13 keV/e of incident ions with a scan time of approximately 10 s (1 min)138
inside (outside) the magnetosphere (Andrews et al. [2007]). The conical instantaneous139
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field of view (FOV) of FIPS is 1.4π sr and reduced to 1.15π sr due to obstruction by the140
spacecraft and the sunshade. For a more detailed description of the FIPS FOV limitations,141
including its impact on measured parameters, see Raines et al. [2011, 2013] and Gershman142
et al. [2012, 2013].143
Parameters such as the plasma number density and temperature are considered in this144
study. The calculation of these plasma moments with the FIPS measurements assumes145
that the observed distribution is hot and isotropic and that the thermal speed is large146
compared to the bulk flow speed, which are not always applicable to regions such as147
the magnetosheath (e.g., Raines et al. [2011]; Gershman et al. [2013]). However, in the148
regions within three hours local time of the subsolar point, these assumptions produce149
reasonable estimates when hydrodynamic flow conditions are assumed (Spreiter et al.150
[1966]). Additional details are given below.151
2.2. Characterisation of magnetopause crossings
An LLBL is identified if there is a region of magnetosheath plasma inside the magne-152
topause, with a distinguishable inner boundary and magnetopause (outer boundary). For153
an outbound crossing, the magnetopause is identified when fulfilling two out of three of154
the following criteria:155
1. Distinct magnetic field rotation across the boundary156
2. Distinct increase in H+ counts for typical magnetosheath energies (∼ 0.1− 3 keV)157
3. Increase in magnetic field fluctuations158
For an outbound crossing, the inner boundary must fulfill two out of three of the159
following criteria:160
1. Distinct increase in H+ counts for typical magnetosheath energies161
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2. Increase in magnetic field fluctuations162
3. Decrease of total magnetic field strength163
For an inbound crossing, the boundaries are defined analogously. In a dense plasma a164
decrease of the total magnetic field at the inner boundary is expected as a diamagnetic165
response to an increase in particle flux. Moreover, plasma often give rise to fluctuations166
in the magnetic field.167
Two examples of LLBL crossings can be seen in Figure 2. On an inbound crossing of168
the magnetopause in Figure 2 (a), (outbound in Figure 2 (b)), marked with a solid black169
line, the magnetic field direction changes abruptly along with a gradual decrease in proton170
counts across the LLBL. When the spacecraft reaches the inner boundary and eventually171
traversing into the magnetosphere, the proton flux is reduced further and fluctuations172
diminish.173
Magnetopause crossings are identified as non-LLBL if they show very little or no plasma174
inside the magnetopause, and fulfill the same criteria for the magnetopause as the LLBL175
events do.176
An example of a non-LLBL crossing and a nonlinear KH event can be seen in Figure 3.177
The magnetopause marks the region where there is a noticable change in both proton flux178
and polar angle of the magnetic field. In addition, the clear lack of plasma on the inner179
side of the magnetopause is readily distinguishable. A sawtooth structure, characteristic180
for a nonlinear KH wave (e.g., Hasegawa et al. [2004]), can be seen most clearly in the By181
panel of the KH event.182
2.3. Evaluation of magnetic field and plasma properties near the magnetopause
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On Earth, there is a clear correlation between reconnection and southward IMF (e.g.,183
Fairfield and Cahill [1966]; Arnoldy [1971]). Moreover, observations show that when the184
magnetosheath plasma β << 2, the likeliness of reconnection increases (e.g., Paschmann185
et al. [1986]). Particularly, reconnection during low magnetic shear (the angle between186
the direction of the magnetic field prior to and after a magnetopause crossing) has been187
observed mainly when the magnetosheath β is low (e.g., Scurry et al. [1994]).188
Due to the short time separation between MESSENGER’s passage across the magne-189
topause and its measurement of the LLBL, analysis of the state of the magnetic field190
should give reliable estimations of reconnection rates at the time of the LLBL formation.191
In turn, this investigation may indicate how the LLBL was formed. The investigation in-192
cludes the estimation of magnetic shear and reconnection rate across the magnetopause,193
the plasma β in the magnetosheath just prior to/after the magnetopause crossing, and194
the number density of plasma within the LLBL.195
Direct calculation of reconnection rates has turned out to be difficult at Earth (e.g.,196
Sonnerup and Scheible [1998]; Paschmann et al. [2014]). Moreover, Mercury is highly197
dynamic which may make it even more difficult to estimate the reconnection rates there.198
To reduce errors in the estimation, certain criteria will be used, as explained in the199
following section.200
2.3.1. Determination of the reconnection rate201
The reconnection rate is approximated by the expression BN/|B|, where BN is the mag-202
netic field component normal to the magnetopause and |B| the total magnetic field just203
inside the magnetopause (Sonnerup et al. [1981]; DiBraccio et al. [2013]). The magne-204
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topause normal is determined using minimum variance analysis (MVA) on the magne-205
topause crossings (Sonnerup and Cahill [1967]).206
As a first criterion, we only consider those magnetopause crossings that are well-207
determined, i.e. show an intermediate to minimum variance eigenvalue ratio larger than208
3. In some cases, the exact position of a complete magnetopause crossing can be diffi-209
cult to determine. Moreover, the MVA can be highly sensitive to the intervals chosen210
for analysis. Hence, as a second criterion we only consider reconnection rates for those211
events with a distinct transition across the magnetopause with a normal that does not212
vary considerably when making small adjustments to the interval analysed. When mul-213
tiple magnetopause crossings can be observed, the one closest to the magnetosphere is214
chosen. The reconnection rates calculated from the full crossings (not partial) are always215
used to represent the true reconnection rate. Figure 4 displays an example of a non-LLBL216
crossing in MVA coordinates with an accepted normal determination, where B1 is the217
maximum variance, B2 the intermediate and B3 the minimum variance coordinate. Red218
lines mark a shortened interval of the complete magnetopause crossing, indicated with219
blue lines. The larger interval has a normal of n̂ = (0.74,−0.45, 0.50), an eigenvalue ratio220
of λ2/λ3 = 22 and a normal magnetic field |BN| = 6.3 nT. In turn, the shortened interval221
has n̂ = (0.71,−0.40, 0.57), λ2/λ3 = 9.4 and |BN| = 8.8 nT. This yields a reconnection222
rate of 0.07 for the full crossing, and 0.10 for the shorter time period, both similar to each223
other, and below the average reconnection rates of 0.15 observed previously on Mercury224
(DiBraccio et al. [2013]; Slavin et al. [2009]).225
2.3.2. Estimation of the plasma β in the magnetosheath226
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The plasma β is defined as β = nkBT
B/2µ0
, where n and T are the number density and227
temperature for the plasma, respectively, kB is the Boltzmann constant and µ0 is the228
magnetic field permeability of free space. It has been calculated directly from measure-229
ments of protons and the magnetic field in the magnetosheath just prior to/after crossing230
the magnetopause. As the FIPS instrument has a limited FOV, the plasma density and231
temperature is obtained by using a forward modeling approach relying on the assumption232
that the thermal speed of H+ ions is larger than the bulk flow speed (e.g., Raines et al.233
[2011]). Away from the subsolar point, the bulk flow speed of the magnetosheath grad-234
ually increases, and the forward modeling approach will give larger errors. In particular235
within 45 degrees from noon, the errors will not affect the β estimates by more than236
50%. Hence, in this study the β estimate is restricted to those magnetopause crossings237
occurring within 9-15 MLT.238
3. Observations
The analysis of magnetic field and plasma data from MESSENGER during year 2011239
resulted in the identification of 25 LLBL and 61 non-LLBL crossings. These two groups240
will be used, together with 28 nonlinear KH waves from the year 2011 that have been241
identified in Liljeblad et al. [2014], to analyze and characterize the dayside Hermean LLBL.242
3.1. Location
Figure 5 shows the position of the LLBL crossings (blue dots), the non-LLBL crossings243
(black crosses) and nonlinear KH waves (red dots) projected into three different planes244
in MSM coordinates. The MLT histogram plot for the three groups with the same color245
coding can be seen in Figure 6. 72% of the LLBL crossings occur on the dawnside246
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magnetopause, while the nonlinear KH waves are highly overrepresented at the duskside247
(93%). The non-LLBL crossings, however, show no such asymmetry and are nearly equally248
distributed over the dayside magnetopause, except near the subsolar point where almost249
no events are observed. The reason for this dip for the non-LLBL crossings could possibly250
be due to an orbital effect or an increased difficulty in determining the position of the251
magnetopause in this region. The anti-correlation of occurrence between the LLBL and252
KH instability indicates that the majority of the boundary layers observed are not formed253
by the KH instability, but rather by another process.254
Even though MESSENGER covers the Hermean magnetosphere fairly symmetrically255
during 2011, and parts of the equatorial magnetosphere behind the dawn-dusk terminator256
(see Figure 1), all of the LLBL and non-LLBL crossings occur sunward of the dawn-dusk257
terminator. This is, again, likely related to an orbital effect making it more difficult to258
determine the position of the magnetopause far away from noon. For that reason, only259
the dayside LLBL on Mercury has been covered in this study.260
3.2. Surrounding conditions
To determine the state of the magnetopause just prior to/after the crossing of an LLBL261
or non-LLBL, magnetic shear, reconnection rate and plasma β have been estimated.262
The magnetosheath Bz distribution over MLT can be seen in Figure 7. The majority263
of the LLBL events show a positive magnetosheath Bz/northward IMF (65%), while the264
non-LLBL events are observed mostly for negative Bz (77%). This can be compared to265
the observations of the Hermean nonlinear KH waves, where 89% occur for northward266
IMF (Liljeblad et al. [2014]). Furthermore, the average shear angle for the LLBL group is267
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67± 8 deg, which is signficiantly lower than the mean shear angle for non-LLBL crossings268
(120± 6 deg).269
Performing an MVA on the magnetopause crossing and the criteria described in Section270
2.3.1, reconnection rates could be determined for 11 out of 25 LLBL crossings, and for271
41 out of 61 non-LLBL crossings. Figure 8 displays how the reconnection rates vary with272
MLT for the two groups. The mean reconnection rates are 0.05± 0.01 and 0.11± 0.02 for273
the LLBL and non-LLBL crossings, respectively. These values are smaller than previous274
estimates of Hermean reconnection rates of ∼ 0.15 (DiBraccio et al. [2013]; Slavin et al.275
[2014]), but particularly for the non-LLBL crossings the reconnection rates are larger than276
what has generally been observed at Earth, < 0.1 (e.g., Sonnerup and Ledley [1979]; Phan277
et al. [2001]; Vaivads et al. [2004]). In particular, all crossings with reconnection rates278
> 0.10 are non-LLBL crossings.279
By restricting the estimation of plasma β to events within 9− 15 MLT, as described in280
Section 2.3.2, β was calculated for 9 LLBL and 29 non-LLBL crossings. The average β of281
these LLBL and non-LLBL crossings are 2.0± 0.4 and 4.4± 0.7, respectively. The β was282
approximated by using only the proton pressure. Alpha particle pressures were omitted283
because these ions were typically not present in sufficient numbers to allow pressure calcu-284
lations for all LLBL and non-LLBL cases considered. When pressures could be computed,285
alpha particles typically increase the plasma β by 30 − 50 %. This does not change our286
conclusion, that the plasma pressure is clearly dominating the magnetic pressure. Heavier287
ions were not present in sufficient numbers to justify pressure calculations for these.288
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3.3. LLBL characteristics
The average proton number density in the LLBLs is 26± 5 cm−3, which is higher than289
both of the estimated densities for the dayside boundary layers observed during M1 and290
M2, which were 16 cm−3 and 8 cm−3, respectively (Raines et al. [2011]). Assuming that291
the plasma in the LLBL is nearly stagnant, the average β in the LLBL has been estimated292
to 0.36±0.05, indicating that the magnetic field is dominating the plasma pressure in the293
boundary layers.294
The thickness of the LLBL has been determined by projecting the spacecraft LLBL295
trajectory onto the Shue et al. [1997] magnetopause normal direction using a subsolar296
standoff distance 1.45 RM and magnetopause flaring parameter 0.5 (Winslow et al. [2013];297
Slavin et al. [2014]). The average LLBL thickness is 0.18±0.02 RM (450±56 km) with no298
distinct dependence on IMF direction, in agreement with some Earth observations (e.g.,299
Eastman and Hones [1979]; Phan and Paschmann [1996]). Moreover, no relation between300
magnetosheath Bx or By and the LLBL thickness could be found. However, in Figure 9301
(a), the LLBL thickness appears to increase with distance to the subsolar point, consistent302
with what has been reported for the LLBL at Earth (Haerendel et al. [1978]; Eastman303
and Hones [1979]). No dependence is seen between the thickness and the distance to the304
equatorial plane or the magnetic latitude, indicating that the observed correlation is not305
likely an orbital effect. Furthermore, in Figure 9 (b) the thickness of the LLBL shows no306
clear dependence of the average observed number density in the boundary layers.307
The thickness for dawnside and duskside observed LLBL crossings are 0.20 ± 0.03 RM308
and 0.14 ± 0.04 RM, respectively. This difference is, however, probably related to the309
boundary layer being wider away from noon, as the dawnside LLBL crossings are seen310
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more frequently further away from the subsolar point (peaking at 7-9 MLT), while the311
duskside LLBL crossings are more equally distributed between 12-17 MLT (see Figure 5).312
The LLBL is frequently populated by ions heavier than protons, in particular by He2+-313
and Na+-group ions. The phase space density for each measured ion was added into one314
of 20 logarithmically-spaced gyroradius bins to form particle distributions as a function315
of gyroradius, f(rg). Average and standard deviation values of the gyroradius were then316
computed from these distributions in the usual manner for the first and second velocity317
moments, with the velocity coordinate replaced by gyroradius. Unlike the protons, the318
sodium-group ions are not continuously present throughout the boundary layer. Instead319
they are identified sporadically in the LLBL. In general, however, these ions are near the320
detection limit, meaning that they could be present in the LLBL in a more continuous321
way, but as the FIPS is unable to detect them most of the time, they are only measured322
sporadically. When the Na+-group ions do appear in specifically 14 out of 25 boundary323
layers, their number density is significantly large (at least 3% of the average observed324
proton number density in the LLBL). For these 14 LLBL crossings, the average Na+-325
group gyroradius was estimated to 220± 34 km, which is in the same order of magnitude326
as the mean thickness of these LLBL (440 ± 63 km). Slavin et al. [2008] estimated a327
gyroradius of ∼ 1000 km/s for a Na+ ion picked-up by the solar wind flowing with a328
speed of 300 km/s, corresponding to the thickness of the dayside boundary layer observed329
from M1. The Na+-group ion gyroradii observed in this study are significantly smaller330
than that. However, their gyroradii are similar to that of a sodium ion moving with a331
velocity of 50 km/s in a magnetosheath of 50 nT magnetic field strength. A comparison332
between the LLBL width and the average sodium-group gyroradius is displayed to the333
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left in Figure 10. The observed number density for these 14 LLBL crossings, displayed to334
the right in Figure 10, is significantly smaller for Na+-group ions as compared to the H+335
ions. For only one of these events, the sodium group is dominating. On average, however,336
the sodium group has a number density of 22± 11% of the proton number density.337
The average H+ gyroradius in the boundary layer is 40 ± 4 km, significantly smaller338
than the average LLBL thickness. However, for five LLBL crossings the boundary layer339
width is similar to the proton gyroradius.340
4. Discussion
The majority of the LLBL crossings are observed at the dawnside, which indicates341
that the formation process acts differently on Mercury as compared to Earth, where no342
such dawn-dusk asymmetry is observed (e.g., Haerendel et al. [1978]; Eastman and Hones343
[1979]; Phan and Paschmann [1996]; Le et al. [1996]). The KH instability has been344
suggested to play an important role in the formation of the LLBL at Earth (e.g., Walker345
[1981]; Sckopke et al. [1981]; Miura [1987]). However, the distinct anti-correlation between346
the nonlinear KH waves and the LLBL on Mercury rules out the KH instability as an347
important mechanism for the formation of the Hermean LLBL.348
As the IMF is northward for the majority of LLBL crossings, and the reconnection rates349
are non-negligible (0.05± 0.01), high-latitude reconnection is a possible LLBL formation350
process. There have been suggestions that high-latitude reconnection gives rise to mul-351
tiple boundary layers at low latitudes (e.g., Song and Russell [1992]; Le et al. [1996]),352
with one or more boundary layers being on closed field lines. This theory relies on the as-353
sumption that the same magnetic field line gets reconnected poleward of the cusp in both354
hemispheres. Reconnection could also occur in an alternating fashion, accelerating plasma355
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towards lower latitudes and forming an LLBL not consisting of several boundary layers,356
but instead of one with accelerated magnetosheath plasma. In any event, high-latitude357
reconnection should lead to a high energetic plasma population inside the LLBL, that is358
distinguishable from the magnetosheath plasma (e.g., Le et al. [1996]). Such an increase359
in energy relative to the magnetosheath is not observed for any of the LLBL crossings.360
Hence, high-latitude reconnection is not likely an important LLBL formation mechanism361
on Mercury.362
The reason why the non-LLBL crossings are nearly void of plasma just inside the mag-363
netopause, even though reconnection is likely ongoing, is not obvious. However, it may364
be the result of ongoing fast reconnection, rapidly accelerating and dragging away the365
reconnected plasma from the X-line towards the cusp in a way that MESSENGER is366
unable to detect it. This is supported by the large shear angles and reconnection rates of367
the non-LLBL as compared to the LLBL crossings. Even though the estimated average368
β for the non-LLBL crossings is large (4.4± 0.7), the magnetic shear is likely often high369
enough to trigger reconnection and give rise to the large reconnection rates. In turn, the370
smaller reconnection rates and magnetic shear in combination with a relatively large β for371
the LLBL crossings (2.0± 0.4), suggest that fast reconnection is not ongoing. Rather, it372
is more likely that plasma gets transferred across the magnetopause either through slow373
reconnection or by a completely different process.374
The plasma depletion layer (PDL), defined as a region on the dayside in the magne-375
tosheath of decreased plasma density and increased magnetic field, is believed to occur376
when the solar wind Alfvénic Mach number is low (e.g., Zwan and Wolf [1976]), and can377
enhance reconnection (DiBraccio et al. [2013]; Gershman et al. [2013]). Gershman et al.378
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[2013] studied the Hermean PDL for 40 MESSENGER orbits, where flux pileup was seen379
to occur for all IMF orientations. Prior to two of the LLBL crossings identified in this380
study, the PDL was observed. Even though it is unlikely that these LLBLs have been381
formed directly through processes in the magnetosheath, they could have been formed382
by plasma from the magnetosphere. In any case, if the PDL had a large impact on the383
formation of the LLBL, the β in the magnetosheath prior to the magnetopause crossing384
should be low, which is not in general observed.385
Müller et al. [2012] proposed that a double current sheet at the dayside on Mercury386
may exist in a pure solar wind hydrogen plasma, without any contribution of exospheric387
ions like sodium. The diamagnetic decrease at the inner boundary is explained to arise388
due to pressure gradients from protons that have entered at the dawnflank and become389
trapped on closed magnetic field lines. Similar effects should arise if the particles enter390
through the cusp. Korth et al. [2014] further showed the existence of an enhanced plasma391
population near the magnetopause flanks due to direct entry of magnetosheath plasma,392
and a higher flux of protons on the dawnside. This LLBL formation theory is consistent393
not only with the observed dawn-dusk asymmetry in the LLBL, which should arise due394
to the gradient-curvature drift of these trapped protons, but also by the observed lower395
reconnection rates and magnetic shears in combination with the large β. This process396
should, however, also give rise to a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the Earth LLBL, which is397
not observed. As Mercury has a significantly smaller magnetosphere than Earth, and398
processes occur more rapidly, the Hermean LLBL could get populated in a short enough399
time by these trapped protons and form a distinguishable LLBL. This may, however, not400
be the case at Earth where protons need longer time to travel along closed field lines401
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between the two hemispheres. To determine whether or not the Hermean LLBL protons402
are on closed field lines, further detailed investigation of the LLBL plasma is needed. This403
would include assumptions and simplifications due to limitations in the FIPS instrument,404
which is outside the scope of this study.405
The estimated thickness of the LLBL is observed to increase with distance to noon,406
in agreement with some observations at Earth (e.g., Mitchell et al. [1987]; Eastman and407
Hones [1979]). No dependence on the thickness with distance to the equatorial plane408
was found, indicating that it is not an effect arising from MESSENGER’s orbit. How-409
ever, Phan and Paschmann [1996] showed that when only considering the duration of410
the crossings, there was a clear difference between the LLBL observed for a high- and411
low-shear magnetopause. Although, when taking the magnetopause motion into account412
(the high-shear LLBL magnetopause motion moved twice as fast as the low-shear one),413
the discrepancy was removed. There is no relation between the Hermean LLBL width and414
magnetic shear, or the magnetic shear and distance to noon. In particular, the magnetic415
shear does not decrease away from the subsolar point. All this suggest that the LLBL416
does indeed become broader away from the subsolar point, possibly by some diffusive417
mechanism. What has not been considered is the Shue et al. [1997] model’s effect on the418
thickness estimations. The model normal may differ more from the real magnetopause419
further away from noon, and could possibly have an impact on the thickness approxima-420
tion. How this will alter the thickness or its dependence on distance from noon, however,421
is unclear. The observed number density shows no clear correlation with the thickness422
of the LLBL. Particularly for the boundary layers with a number density smaller than423
3 cm−3, there is an insignificant difference in number density for different LLBL thick-424
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nesses, indicating that the boundary layers are continuously fed by protons along the425
whole dayside.426
At Earth, the proton gyroradius is estimated to be significantly smaller than the LLBL427
thickness (e.g., Le et al. [1996]). On Mercury, however, the majority of the estimated428
average Na+-group ion gyroradii in the LLBL are of the same order of magnitude as429
the average LLBL thickness. Formation of the LLBL by ions gyrating across the magne-430
topause should give rise to the observed dawn-dusk asymmetry in the LLBL, either due to431
the solar wind convection electric field driving the ions toward dawn for northward IMF,432
or as a result of the gradient-curvature drift of protons, independent on the IMF, that433
have ended up on closed field lines due to a scattering process. This theory agrees with the434
study by Raines et al. [2013], which concluded that Na+ ions are more frequently observed435
on the dawnside, sunward of the dawn-dusk terminator where the majority of the LLBLs436
are found. The ion gyroradii observed in this study (220±34 km) are significantly smaller437
than that of a sodium ion picked-up by the solar wind, however, they do compare to the438
sodium gyroradius in a nearly stagnant magnetosheath. The sodium-group ions are only439
measured sporadically throughout the LLBL. However, as they are near the detection440
limit, they could indeed be continuously present throughout the LLBL. Moreover, when441
they are observed, their number density are often high enough to make the sodium-group442
ion the dominant species in mass density in that specific region. It is difficult to evaluate443
the sodium-group ions impact on the LLBL from these measurements, but the fact that444
they are measured sporadically with a significant number density for 14 out of 25 LLBLs445
demonstrate that they are at least not insignificant for the LLBL formation. The proton446
gyroradii in the LLBLs are in general considerably smaller than the mean LLBL width,447
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indicating that the gyration of the magnetosheath protons are probably not important for448
the LLBL formation. However, as they are present in large number densities continuously449
throughout all LLBLs, the protons should naturally be considered as highly important450
for the LLBL formation.451
That the IMF is northward for the majority of events for both LLBL crossings and452
KH waves raises the question whether or not there is a common reason for the observed453
dawn-dusk asymmetries. Theories (Glassmeier and Espley [2006]) and simulations (e.g.,454
Nakamura et al. [2010]) predict Na+ ions to have a significant impact on the velocity shear455
layer and the KH instability on Mercury, by suppressing the growth rate of KH waves456
on the dawnside for northward IMF. In turn, sodium ions in the magnetosheath may457
gyrate across the magnetopause to form the LLBL. In particular, the ions should in the458
magnetosheath gyrate in the dawnward direction during northward IMF, thus possibly459
giving rise to the observed dawn-dusk asymmetry in the LLBL. However, if sodium ions460
form the LLBL, we would expect the LLBL to occur also at the duskside for southward461
IMF. This is not observed, which suggests that there might be another process present that462
inhibits the formation of a steady LLBL for southward IMF. Such a process could be fast463
reconnection, rapidly dragging the reconnected plasma away from the X-line, as discussed464
previously. Indeed, fast reconnection should be anticipated particularly during southward465
IMF when magnetic shear is large. The only time reconnection should be suppressed on466
Mercury, or at least proceed with a lower rate, is when magnetic shear is low enough467
and β significantly large. As discussed previously, rapid reconnection is most likely not468
ongoing for the dawnside LLBL events due to the combination of lower reconnection rates469
and small magnetic shears as compared to the non-LLBL, and the relatively large β. A470
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difficulty with this theory is the observation of protons: the identification of the LLBL is471
based on magnetic field and plasma data from H+ ions only. Furthermore, the average472
observed number density of the Na+-group in the boundary layers is in general small, as473
compared to the H+ number density. One possible explanation to this observation is that474
the Na+ ions broaden the thickness of the LLBL enough on the dawnside to be clearly475
distinguishable when applying the criteria in Section 2.2. Another possibility is Na+ ions476
affecting the presence of H+ ions in the LLBL. The idea of sodium having a large impact477
on the magnetospheric boundaries would indeed explain both the dawn-dusk asymmetry478
for both the LLBL and KH instability, and some related observations of the surrounding479
conditions.480
Another idea is that the LLBL and KH wave anti-correlation is due to the LLBL481
broadening the velocity shear layer where the KH instability grows. Again, that the LLBL482
is observed mainly during northward IMF and on the dawnside agrees well with this. As483
previously explained, several mechanisms and formation processes could give rise to this484
LLBL dawn-dusk asymmetry on the dayside of Mercury, whereas the same processes at485
Earth would work differently and have a smaller impact on the LLBL formation.486
5. Summary
Observations from MESSENGER’s MAG and FIPS instruments during year 2011 have487
resulted in the identification of 25 magnetopause crossings with significant LLBLs. These488
occur mainly on the dawnside (72%) and for northward IMF (65%).489
The approximated thickness of the LLBL, with an average of 450±56 km, is observed to490
increase from the subsolar point. The sodium-group ions are observed sporadically in the491
LLBL, unlike the protons that are present throughout the whole boundary layer. When492
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observed, the sodium-group ions have a number density slightly more than 20% of the493
proton number density, with an average gyroradius of 220 ± 34 km. Hence, the average494
Na+-group gyroradius is on the same order of magnitude as the LLBL thickness.495
The LLBL estimated average magnetic shear, reconnection rate and plasma β are 67±34496
deg, 0.05±0.01 and 2.0±0.4, respectively. These values have been compared to a control497
group containing 61 distinct magnetopause crossings with nearly no plasma inside the498
magnetopause. The results indicate that reconnection is slower for the LLBL group, or499
maybe even suppressed in some cases as compared to the non-LLBL crossings and earlier500
estimations of Hermean reconnection rates.501
Based on these results, different LLBL formation mechanisms have been discussed. Re-502
sults indicate that the boundary layers are continuously fed by protons along the whole503
dayside. Furthermore, the idea of particles injected through the cusp or at the magne-504
topause flanks, drifting dawnward on closed field lines and eventually populating the LLBL505
(e.g., Müller et al. [2012]), agrees with the observations in this study, and could possibly506
be an important LLBL formation mechanism. As shown in Liljeblad et al. [2014], nonlin-507
ear KH waves on Mercury are mainly observed at the duskside magnetopause. Hence, the508
KH instability is ruled out as a likely LLBL formation process. Both the LLBL and KH509
waves occur for northward IMF, indicating either that one mechanism may be responsible510
for the opposite dawn-dusk asymmetry between the two, or that the LLBL suppresses511
the growth rate of the KH instability on the dawnside. Theories and simulations have512
predicted the Na+ ions to have a significant effect on the velocity shear layer, mainly by513
suppressing the growth rate of the KH instability on the dawnside (e.g., Glassmeier and514
Espley [2006]; Nakamura et al. [2010]). Similarly, the Na+ ions could possibly induce515
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a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the LLBL, as the Na+ ions should drift dawnward during516
northward IMF, making the LLBL more populated by heavy ions on this side of the517
magnetopause. Alternatively, the asymmetry in LLBL mass loading, in combination with518
them being observed mainly during northward IMF, suggest that the LLBL could be di-519
rectly responsible for the KH wave dawn-dusk asymmetry by broadening the shear layer520
on the dawnside and thereby restricting the growth of the KH waves there.521
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Figure 1. Nine selected orbits of MESSENGER during one Mercury year in 2011
projected onto the a) y-x, b) z-x and c) z-y planes in MSM coordinates (Liljeblad et al.
[2014]).
Figure 2. Two examples of magnetopause crossings with an LLBL present on a) an
inbound and b) outbound trajectory. The inner boundary (IB) and the magnetopause
(MP) are marked with solid black lines. The top panel shows a proton energy spectrogram,
the second panel the total proton flux, the third panel the polar angle (angle from the
magnetic north pole axis) of the magnetic field, the fourth panel Bx (blue), By (red),
Bz (green) in MSM coordinates, and the fifth panel the total magnetic field. When
crossing the MP from the magnetosheath (MSH), there is a distinct change in magnetic
field direction, followed by a gradual decrease in proton counts across the LLBL. The
fluctuations in the magnetic field and the proton flux decrease as the spacecraft moves
across the inner boundary layer and into the magnetosphere (MSP).
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Figure 3. Examples of a a) non-LLBL crossing and b) KH event in its nonlinear
phase. As the spacecraft moves across the MP from the MSH, there is a distinct change
in magnetic field direction. A clear depletion of plasma on the magnetospheric side of the
MP can be observed. For the nonlinear KH event, a typical sawtooth signature is visible,
particularly in the By component. Additional panel details are explained in Figure 2.
Figure 4. An example of a non-LLBL crossing in MVA coordinates, with a successful
normal determination. The top panel shows a proton energy spectrogram, and panels 2-5
the magnetic field data. B1 is the maximum variance, B2 the intermediate and B3 the
minimum variance coordinate. The magnetopause crossing, marked with blue lines, have
a normal of n̂ = (0.74,−0.45, 0.50), an eigenvalue ratio of λ2/λ3 = 22 and |BN| = 6.3
nT. The red lines mark a slightly shortened interval of the magnetopause crossing, with
n̂ = (0.71,−0.40, 0.57), λ2/λ3 = 9.4 and |BN| = 8.8 nT.
Figure 5. Location of LLBL crossings (blue dots), nonlinear KH waves (red dots) and
non-LLBL crossings (black crosses) projected onto the a) y-x, b) z-x and c) z-y planes
in MSM coordinates. Inner and outer dashed lines are the estimated magnetopause and
bow shock, respectively.
Figure 6. MLT histogram of LLBL crossings (blue), nonlinear KH waves (red) and non-
LLBL crossings (black). The dashed line marks the subsolar point in this and subsequent
figures.
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Figure 7. Magnetosheath Bz versus MLT for the LLBL (blue dots) and non-LLBL
(black crosses) magnetopause crossings.
Figure 8. Reconnection rates versus MLT for LLBL (blue dots) and non-LLBL (black
crosses) crossings. The horizontal line marks the reconnection rate of 0.10.
Figure 9. (a) Thickness of duskside (circles) and dawnside (filled circles) LLBLs
projected onto the surface model normal by Shue et al. [1997] versus MLT distance to
noon. (b) Thickness versus observed proton density.
Figure 10. A comparison between (a) the average Na+-group gyroradius in the LLBL
and the estimated LLBL thickness, including errorbars for the gyroradii estimations, and
(b) the average observed number density for the Na+-group and H+ ions. Both pan-
els include properties only on those 14 LLBLs with a non-negligible Na+-group number
density.
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